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oaf. It is just so easy to label another as an “Other,” and then to classify those who seem different in any way as such. And while some of these attitudes have some underlying logical and rational basis, they are often borne out of irrational fear and prejudice. The
polarizing beliefs and the division and separation that those beliefs create only add to our collective misery. Much of the fear comes from not knowing the other. We are afraid of their beliefs and ideas. We worry that what they believe will appear to be in conflict
with our own. We fear that they will impose their views on our children, and that they may force their views on us if we do not make a concerted effort to change our minds. We believe that we have a right to our own opinions and worldviews, while the other is
wrong. And so, to be “fair,” they must be wrong, which only increases their hate, which manifests itself in violence, aggression and intimidation. There is a better way. This kind of polarization is a result of our modern era, where the message is shaped by celebrity,
the messages are short, the information is plentiful, but the ability to absorb the information is hampered by short attention spans and fractured attention. Do we remember why the French Revolution started? The British lost the Revolutionary War, and they had no
say in the matter. They had violated a fundamental tenet of sovereign nations and stood against the sovereignty of another. As a result, they “lost.” It was nothing personal, and it wasn’t about individuals. It was about a system, and what was at stake was the very
foundation of nations and their relationship with each other. Today, we have a similar situation. We have a new “enemy” in the form of a hostile religious movement with its own view of the world, a movement that believes it will replace us, if given the chance. If
that’s what they do, we will “lose,” and if we lose, our system is at stake. And so, some people are willing to
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